The first measurements of spin dependence in electron-impact ionization of atomic hydrogen, reported several years ago,' exhibited significant differences with theoretical predictions over an energy range from threshold to approximately 50 eV. Motivated by a desire to augment these measurements and to provide a consistency check for new measurements of spin dependence in 90" elastic scattering,' we accumulated additional ionization data for incident electron energies from 14.1 to 30.3 eV. The apparatus permitted us to obtain the additional ionization data and the elastic scattering data simultaneouslv.
The qiantity which we determined is the asymmetry A~=[~~(~l)-~~(f~)l/[u~(fl)+u~(tT)l, where U I is the total ionization cross section for the spins of the incident and atomic electrons antiparallel ( f 1) or parallel ( f f ). In terms of the direct and exchange amplitudes, f and g, respectively, and the spin-averaged total cross section Fl the asymmetry can be expressed as *ere tkc integral extends over the allowed momenta k l and kz of the two outgoing electrons and 0 is the relative phase between f and g. Alternatively, we can write AI = ( 1 -r) /( 1 +3 r), where r is the ratio of the triplet to singlet total cross sections.
In this report, we present our new ionization measurements, compare them with the older data, and discuss several corrections which we have applied to the older data. A complete description of the data analysis will appear in a future publication.
The experimental method and apparatus have been described previously.'-3 We include herein the most relevant details. Longitudinally polarized electrons from a Fano-effect3 source intersected at right angles a chopped beam of thermally dissociated stateselected hydrogen atoms whose polarization vector was oriented either antiparallel or parallel to that of the incident electrons in accordance with the direction of a -100-mG magnetic field in the interaction region. Protons produced in e--H collisions were deflected out of the primary beam downstream from the interaction region and were detected by an electron multiplier. Further downstream, a quadrupole mass analyzer (QMA) monitored the relative amounts of H and Hz in the undeflected neutral beam.
We accumulated data in a series of runs during each of which the electron beam polarization was reversed frequently by 90" rotation of a quarter-wave plate in the optical train of the Fano s~u r c e .~ For each of these runs, we defined a "real" asymmetry AR as where NO2 is the sum of H-beam-on ion counts for quarter-wave-plate positions 0 and 2 (0" and 180°), N13 is the equivalent sum for quarter-wave-plate positions l and 3 (90" and 270 '1, and BO2 and B13 
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and F2 is the fraction of counts resulting from ionization of Hz (5-20%).
In order to check for systematic effects associated with reversal of the electron beam polarization, we constructed, in addition to the real asymmetry, two false asymmetries, AF1 and AF2, corresponding to quarter-wave-plate combinations ( 0 ) +( 1 ) 4 2 ) -(3 and ( 0 ) + ( 3 ) - ( 1 ) - ( 2 ) , respectively. Within statistical uncertainty and in the absence of systematic effects, these false asymmetries should be zero.
As in previous we determined the electron polarization by -100-keV 120" Mott scattering from Formvar-backed gold foil targets with the use of two Si surface-barrier electron detectors. We define the Mott asymmetry AM as
where 5 = ( N t N 1 ININ: ) 'I2 and N is the number of counts from detectors 1 and 2 for positive or negative helicity of the polarized electrons emerging from the Fano source. Values of N include corrections for detector and electronic noise, elastic and inelastic scattering from the Formvar backing, inelastic scattering from the gold target and the chamber walls, and backscattering from the detectors. With AM determined for several target thicknesses, we calculated P, from the expression P, = A M ( 0 ) / S , where A M ( 0 ) is the Mott asymmetry extrapolated to zero target thickness and S, the Sherman function for our particular experimental arrangement, is taken to be 0.387 k0.008.
In order to determine the molecular fraction F2 we compared measurements made at the "hot" operating temperature (-2800 K) of the hydrogen oven A typical measurement of A[ at one energy consisted of four to eight runs for each of the two orientations of the H-target polarization. For each run we calculated the quantity A~l ( 1 -F2) and its associated uncertainty and then performed a x2 analysis first for the two target polarizations individually and then for both groups taken together. If no systematic effects were observed, the individual run results were combined to give a statistically weighted average for AI with the uncertainties of P, and PH added in quadrature. At incident energies of 22.2, 27.0, and 30.3 eV, however, the values of AI obtained for one magnetic field orientation (designated NOR) were consistently 5-20% lower than those obtained for the opposite orientation (designated REV). In the earlier work of Ref. 1 a similar effect was observed at incident energies of 15.0 and 27.0 eV and was attributed to uncompensated magnetic field components transverse to the electron beam for the NOR orientation, a conclusion reinforced by a diminution of the effect as the magnitude of the longitudinal field was increased from 100 to 200 mG. Based upon the results of the present work, we now believe that this conclusion is erroneous, since the elastic scattering data do not display any such systematic effects. Instead, we believe that the acceptance of the ion detector is slightly field dependent, a result that, in retrospect, is not unreasonable given the geometry and the fields involved. Since there is no longer any reason to assume a priori that the REV data are the correct ones-rather they may simply be reflective of a restricted range of angular acceptance for which the asymmetry is higher-we treated the data equally, instead of correcting all NOR data upward by 6% as was done in Ref. 1 . The nonstatistical spread of the data necessitated a modification of the analysis procedure with a resultant increase in the size of the quoted uncertainties. These procedural modifications were applied to both the present data and those of Ref. I. Data obtained at 30.3 eV (this work) and 107.0 eV (Ref. 1) displayed some additional nonstatistical behavior whose origin is not well understood. Consequently, we increased the uncertainties at these energies slightly.
The sensitivity of the acceptance of the ion detector to experimental operating conditions also affected the determination of F2. In the analysis of the A-T data we found that for the present ionization measurements the dependence of A on r became nonlinear for hydrogen oven temperatures below -1600 K. We did not observe this behavior in the elastic scattering data, nor was it observed in the work of Ref. 1. We believe it to be due to a small change in the detector geometry, made prior to this work, which caused a reduction of the acceptance of the detector for ions produced from cold, slowly moving Hz molecules. Corrections for this low-temperature rolloff increased the values of AI from the present work by 4-5010.
The F2 determination was also affected by the presence of a background asymmetry ( < A~1 4 ) in the hot H-beam-off signal, which we traced to the velocity spread of the hydrogen beam and the constraints on the data-acquisition timing gates. This asymmetry introduced an uncertainty in the precision of our measurement of F2 which was not taken into account in the results reported in Ref. 1 . We found that the Ref. 4; b and e, Ref. 5; c, Ref. 6; d and i, Ref. 7; f, Ref. 8; j, Ref. 9; k, Ref. 10; 1, Ref. 11. (b) Table I together with the corresponding false asymmetries A F 1 and AFZ. While the reduced x2 values for AF1 and AFZ are nonstatistical in several cases, indicating the presence of some uncorrected systematic effects, the values of A F 1 and AF2 themselves are so small that we believe these residual systematic effects have a negligible influence on At.
The numerical results for A1 given in Table I appear in graphical form in Fig. 1 
